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Company news 

 

Countrywide (CWD, 346p, £175m)  

Estate, lettings and property/financial services agents. Recommended increased cash offer by Connells. The 

rival estate agent has further increased its offer to 395p per share, from 325p on 7 December and 250p on 9 

November. This earlier offer followed a proposal by private equity group Alchemy Partners on 22 October, 

which comprised a recapitalisation and equity raise of c. £90m, which would result in Alchemy holding c. 50 - 

68% of the enlarged share capital and was subsequently amended on 2 December. It values Countrywide’s 

equity at c. £134m and enterprise value at c. £223m and represents a 172% premium to the closing price of 

145p on 6 November and 241% above the volume weighted average of 116p during the previous six months. 

Connells has received written confirmations of support from 51.0% of Countrywide shareholders and the 

acquisition is expected to complete in the first quarter of 2021. Connells said “Our primary motivation for 

the acquisition is to invest in and grow the Countrywide business”. Countrywide operates 850 branches and 

a wide range of brands, including Bairstow Eves, Gascoigne-Pees, Mann and Hamptons. Connells is owned by 

Skipton Building Society, and operates from c. 180 branches. Connells “does not anticipate making any 

material changes to the locations or functions of Countrywide's branch network”. Viewpoint: This should 

further extend the combined group’s market penetration and enhance economies of scale, but looks unlikely 

https://www.progressive-research.com/industry-updates/?analyst=&sector=38&published=all
https://www.progressive-research.com/research/?company=&sector=38&published=all


to signal a major swathe of consolidation across the sector. It was a special situation prompted by 

Countryside being, as it conceded in today’s statement, as being “constrained by too much debt”.   

 

Economic data 

 

House prices. Annual house price growth rose to a six-year high of 7.3% in December, up from +6.5% in 

November, according to yesterday’s House Price Index from Nationwide (link). Prices were up 0.8% during 

the month, seasonally adjusted, slipping from +0.9% in November. All regions saw a pickup in house price 

growth rates in Q4, with East Midlands (+8.6% Y/Y) the strongest region. Growth in prices for detached 

houses continued to outpace other property types, especially flats, a trend that has developed throughout 

the pandemic (below, left) and the price to earnings ratio continued to edge up, to 6.1x (below, right). 

 

 

 

London housing market. The number of homes bought by Londoners outside the capital has risen to the 

highest level in four years, a trend which has accelerated during lockdown, according to research from 

Hamptons (link). In 2020 London leavers purchased 73,950 homes outside the capital, worth £27.6bn. In H1 

2020, London leavers bought 6.9% of homes sold outside the capital, equating to 24,480 sales.  However, in 

the second half this figure rose to 7.8% and twice as many sales. The median distance moved by Londoners 

buying outside the capital hit 40 miles for the first time in over a decade, up from 28 miles during the first 

three months of the year.  

https://www.nationwide.co.uk/-/media/MainSite/documents/about/house-price-index/2020/Dec_Q4_2020.pdf
https://www.hamptons.co.uk/research/articles/london-leavers-buy-73950-homes-outside-the-capital-in-2020/


 

    

 

 

In other news … 

 

London Mayor Sadiq Khan is calling for a £3bn levy to be imposed on private house builders and developers 

to pay for cladding replacement work, constructionenquirer.com (link, two days ago). City Hall analysts said 

publicly listed house builders have made pre-tax profits of £30bn over the last decade. Khan is proposing a 

10% levy paid over ten years to raise £3bn to carry out remediation work needed after the Grenfell fire. 

https://www.constructionenquirer.com/2020/12/29/khan-calls-for-3bn-cladding-levy-on-house-builders/


Viewpoint: Like several of the Mayor’s of the more bizarre interventions in the housing market, this is 

unlikely to see the light of day; housebuilders, like banks, are seen as a ‘magic moneytree’ for many of 

society’s ills. How should a quoted housebuilder building low-rise housing pay for removal of cladding, much 

of it installed by unquoted companies?  
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